Background {#Sec1}
==========

Photonic topological insulators \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\], optical materials of a nontrivial topological phase that prohibit light transmission in their interiors but allow propagation along their edges, have been studied intensively following the discovery of quantum Hall effect (QHE) in condensed matter. A key manifestation of topological physics is the presence of edge states which are robust against structural defects or local disorders. Particularly, by utilizing the bulk-edge correspondence \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], one may investigate different topological phases by probing edge states or edge topological invariants. In recent years, topological edge states have been predicted and observed in many photonic topological band gap systems, such as gyromagnetic photonic crystals \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\], bi-anisotropic-based photonic topological insulators \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], coupled waveguide networks \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], and Floquet photonic lattices \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\], where various physical mechanisms are proposed to provide topological protection. Notably, a double Dirac cone was opened to obtain a topologically nontrivial band gap in a well-known honeycomb lattice photonic crystal that preserves pseudo time-reversal symmetry, which gives rise to pseudospin-dependent unidirectional transmission of edge states \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Besides the photonic systems, pseudospin-dependent edge states in phononic systems have been explored \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\]. However, the analogy in the plasmonic nanostructures has not yet been reported, which is due to the huge ohmic loss of the plasmons propagating along the traditional plasmonic materials such as Au and Ag.

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) \[[@CR21]\], elementary excitations coupled by photons and free-electron oscillations at an interface between a metal and a dielectric, are regarded as a promising physical mechanism to circumvent the diffraction limitation and to advance the miniaturization of the devices. Iurov et al. explored the back action and hybridization of the plasmon modes and found the induced optical polarization by Dirac electrons in graphene \[[@CR22]\]. Memmi et al. reported the strong coupling between SPPs and molecular vibrations \[[@CR23]\]. While commonly used noble metals such as gold and silver exhibit plasmonic properties mostly in the visible and near-infrared region of the spectrum, graphene has recently emerged as a promising alternative which is able to extend the field of plasmonics to infrared and terahertz (THz) wavelengths. More importantly, in contrast to noble metals, graphene plasmons can be dynamically tuned via electrostatic biasing \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], which enables a new generation of reconfigurable plasmonic devices. Furthermore, SPPs excited in high-quality graphene can reach remarkably long intrinsic relaxation times and provide unprecedented levels of field confinement \[[@CR26]\]. These extraordinary properties make graphene an ideal candidate to the all-integrated topological plasmonic components. Very recently, Jin et al. realized the topologically protected one-way edge plasmons in a periodically patterned monolayer graphene, where the band topology of graphene plasmons under a time-reversal-breaking magnetic field was studied in detail \[[@CR27]\]. And Pan et al. demonstrated the substantial nonreciprocal behavior at the superlattice junctions under moderate static magnetic fields, leading to the emergence of topologically protected edge states and localized bulk modes \[[@CR28]\].

In this work, we theoretically explore the topological properties of two-dimensional (2D) graphene plasmonic crystals (GPCs) constructed by periodically arranged graphene nanodisks. Dirac cones at the Brillouin zone (BZ) corners are folded to a double Dirac cone at the BZ center by utilizing the zone folding mechanism. In order to obtain topological band gaps, we take further deformations on honeycomb lattice. By shrinking or expanding the graphene nanodisks, the double Dirac cone is opened and the band inversion occurs between pseudospin dipole and quadrupole modes, which further leads to topological phase transition between nontrivial and trivial states. Furthermore, one-way propagation of edge states is numerically simulated along an interface constructed by the trivial and nontrivial GPCs, which further demonstrates the pseudospin characteristics and topological robustness of our designed plasmonic crystals.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

We investigate the band topology of SPPs in a 2D plasmonic crystal of an array of periodically arranged graphene nanodisks surrounded by the same sheet of graphene with different chemical potential as shown in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The lattice constant *a* = 40 nm, *μ*~c1~, and *r* are the chemical potential and radii of the graphene nanodisks; *μ*~c2~ denotes the chemical potential of the surrounding graphene. By solving the Maxwells equations with boundary conditions, we obtain the dispersion relation for transverse magnetic (TM)-polarized SPP modes supported on the graphene layer surrounding by air and silica \[[@CR29]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \frac{\varepsilon_{\mathrm{Air}}}{\sqrt{\beta^2-{k}_0^2{\varepsilon}_{Air}}}+\frac{\varepsilon_{Si{O}_2}}{\sqrt{\beta^2-{k}_0^2{\varepsilon}_{{\mathrm{SiO}}_2}}}=\frac{\sigma_g}{i{\omega \varepsilon}_0}. $$\end{document}$$Fig. 1**a** Schematics of the 2D GPCs. **b** The Brillouin zones. **c** Band structure of the lattice based on the rhombic primitive unit cell indicated with green dashed lines, the insets plot the eigen electric field distributions of the Dirac point. **d** Band structure of the lattice based on the hexagonal unit cell, the insets plot the eigen electric field distributions of the double Dirac point. The other parameters are set as *μ*~c1~ = 0.3 eV, *μ*~c2~ = 0.6 eV, *τ* = 1 ps, the lattice constant *a* = 40 nm

Here, *ε*~0~ is the vacuum permittivity of free space, *k*~0~ = 2π/*λ* is the wave number in free space, and *λ* is the operating wavelength in vacuum. In the mid-infrared region, the dielectric constants of air and silica corresponding to super and substrates are assumed to be *ε*~Air~ = 1 and *ε*~SiO2~ = 3.9 respectively \[[@CR30]\]. In the non-retarded regime where *β* » *k*~*0*~, the Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) can be simplified to \[[@CR31]\].$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Discussion {#Sec3}
======================

The energy band structures of the proposed plasmonic crystals are obtained by employing the finite element method (FEM) based commercially available software COMSOL Multiphysics. In Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we notice that both the rhombic unit cell of two graphene nanodisks (green dashed rhombus defined by vectors **a**~**s1**~ and **a**~**s2**~) and the hexagonal unit cell of six graphene nanodisks (with lattice vectors **a**~**1**~ and **a**~**2**~) can form the honeycomb-lattice plasmonic crystals. Figure [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} presents the BZs for the rhombic and hexagonal unit cells, with the irreducible zones of M~II~-*Γ*~II~- K~II~- M~II~ and M~I~-*Γ*~I~- K~I~- M~I~ respectively. Note that the hexagonal unit cell is three times larger than the rhombic primitive one. Therefore, the first BZ of the rhombic primitive unit cell is three times larger than that of the hexagonal one (blue region in Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When taking a rhombic primitive unit cell, this plasmonic crystal exhibits Dirac cone dispersion at K~II~ and K~II~\` points in the BZ corners as shown in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The insets in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show the eigen electric field distributions of the two degenerated states at Dirac point. Similar to the pseudo-spins in classical photonic and acoustic systems \[[@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20]\], in order to mimic the analog of the pseudo-spins in plasmonic system, the degree of freedom should be increased to twofold states. Thus, fourfold degenerated double Dirac cones in the plasmonic band structure are required. By employing zone folding mechanism \[[@CR18]\], the Dirac cones at K~II~ and K~II~\` points are folded to a double Dirac cone at *Γ* point in the BZ center when taking the larger hexagonal unit cell (as displayed in Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The insets in Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show the fourfold degenerated eigenstates with dipole and quadrupole modes. The relative parameters we use are *μ*~c1~ = 0.3 eV, *μ*~c2~ = 0.6 eV, and *τ* = 1 ps, which are moderately chosen from the previous researches for practical graphene \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\].

The fourfold degenerated double Dirac cones composed of two dipolar and two quadrupolar modes are associated with two 2D irreducible representations of a C~6v~ point group, namely, E~1~ modes of odd spatial parity and E~2~ modes of even spatial parity. Following the conventional notation widely adopted in quantum mechanics \[[@CR34]\], we can classify these modes to the *p*~*x*~/*p*~*y*~ and *d*~*x2-y2*~/*d*~*xy*~ modes according to their eigen *E*~*z*~ field distributions shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Next, in order to open a nontrivial topological band gap at the *Γ* point, we take further modifications (i.e., deforming the honeycomb lattice of *a*/*R* = 3) on the hexagonal unit cell to break the symmetry. When shrinking the graphene nanodisks to *a*/*R* = 3.2, the fourfold degenerated double Dirac cone splits into two twofold degenerate states and a bulk band gap opened from 62.1 to 63.5 THz as shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The *E*~*z*~ fields of the lower bands have a pair of dipole modes exhibiting *p*~*±*~ characters, while the upper bands have a pair of quadrupole modes exhibiting *d*~*±*~ characters around the *Γ* point, which is consistent with the classic photonic theory that the dipole modes must exhibit lower frequency than the higher order quadrupole modes. However, a band inversion takes place when expanding the graphene nanodisks to *a*/*R* = 2.9, i.e., the dipole modes rise above the quadrupole modes, which brings about the topological nontrivial band gap from 62.4 to 63.3 THz as shown in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the process of topological transition between *p*~*±*~ and *d*~*±*~ states, and the in-plane magnetic fields associated with *p*~*±*~ and *d*~*±*~ are marked with white arrows. The angular momenta of the wave function of *E*~*z*~fields *p*~*±*~ = (*p*~*x*~ ± i*p*~*y*~)/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sqrt{2} $$\end{document}$ further constitute the pseudospin in the present plasmonic crystals \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\].Fig. 2Band structures of the GPCs with **a** *a*/*R* = 3.2, **b** *a*/*R* = 3, and **c** *a*/*R* = 2.9. **d**, **e** The *E*~z~ field distributions of dipole modes and quadrupole modes of the *p*~±~ and *d*~±~ states in **a** and **c** respectively. The white arrows present the in-plane magnetic field associated with *E*~z~ field

To further explore the topological property of the band gaps shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, it is generally related to an effective Hamiltonian description and topological numbers. By applying the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here, *M* = (*E*~*p*~ -- *E*~*d*~)/2 is the frequency difference between *E*~*2*~ and *E*~*1*~ representations at the *Γ* point. *B* is determined by the diagonal elements of the second-order perturbation term and is typically negative \[[@CR19]\]. Thus, *C*~*±*~ = 0 is obtained when having a normal band order as displayed in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. And we conclude that the band gap opened is trivial. However, *M* becomes positive when band inversion occurs. Therefore, *C*~*±*~ = ±1 is simply obtained, and the gap in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is nontrivial.

By overlapping the band gaps with different topologies (i.e., topological trivial and topological nontrivial), one can create edge states that are spatially confined around the interface between two plasmonic crystals. Here, we consider a ribbon of topologically nontrivial plasmonic crystal (with band structure shown in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) with its two edges cladded by two topologically trivial plasmonic crystals (with band structure shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) at the same frequency window. The two trivial regions prevent possible edge states from leaking into free space. In Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we present the calculated projected band structures along the *Γ*K direction for such a ribbon, where a bulk band gap is spanned by additional topological edge states as indicated by the double degenerated red curves. Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} plots the electric field distributions confined around the interface constructed by two distinctive crystals, corresponding to points A (with *k*~*x*~ = − 0.05π/*a*) and B (with *kx* = 0.05π/*a*) marked in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The pseudo spin-up and spin-down characteristics are evidenced by phase vortexes of counterclockwise and clockwise as illustrated on the right panel of Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3**a** Projected band structure for a supercell composed of 16 nontrivial unit cells cladded by 12 trivial unit cells on both sides. **b** Electric field distributions around the interface between the trivial and nontrivial plasmonic crystals at points A and B, i.e., at *k*~*x*~ = − 0.05π/a and 0.05π/a respectively

The pseudospin-dependent unidirectional transmission of edge states are also demonstrated in a finite 20*a* × 18*a* lattice constructed by the trivial and nontrivial crystals. As shown in Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, one-way propagation of the SPP wave towards left (right) direction when excited by a pseudo spin-up (spin-down) source *S*~*+*~ (*S*~*−*~) of anticlockwise (clockwise) circular polarization of in-plane magnetic field. One of the most distinguishing features of topological edge states is that they are robust against perturbations/imperfections. To verify this robustness, we construct sharp bends as displayed in Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where the unidirectional transmission of SPP wave is excited by a pseudo spin-down source *S*~*−*~. The SPP wave vanished eventually after a long traveling distance along the sharp bends due to the intrinsic loss of graphene material. To further confirm this topological transmission, we also exhibit the electric field intensity distribution by ignoring the intrinsic loss of graphene for comparison. As can be seen from Fig. [4d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the SPP wave follows the designed route and maintains the one-way propagation with little backscattering.Fig. 4**a** Leftward and **b** rightward one-way edge states excited by in-plane magnetic field with a π/2 phase difference:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec4}
===========

In summary, we have systematically investigated the band topologies of the GPCs constructed by periodically patterned graphene nanodisks. By employing zone folding mechanism, the Dirac cones at the BZ corner are folded to a double Dirac cone at the BZ center. Further, topological band gaps are realized by deforming the honeycomb lattice GPCs. Based on the effective Hamiltonian derived by the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overset{\rightharpoonup }{k}\cdot \overset{\rightharpoonup }{p} $$\end{document}$ perturbation theory, the spin Chern numbers are evaluated. The pseudospin characteristics, evidenced by phase vortexes of counterclockwise and clockwise, are successfully used to realize the unidirectional transmission of edge states along an interface constructed by two topological trivial and nontrivial plasmonic crystals. The designed GPC provides a new path to research topological phenomena and may find potential applications in the fields of topological plasmonics. It might also trigger the exploration of the pseudospin plasmonics and the technique of the pseudospin multiplexing in high-density nanophotonic integrated circuits.
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